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Abstract. The objective of this thesis is to make an obstacle avoidance and path planning robot by
grey system theory. The robot is able to avoid dynamic and static obstacle automatically. The center
position is defined by the motor encoders of the Segway RMP 50. The position sensor is a laser ranger
finder in this system. It is installed on the top of the Segway to find out the environmental information
for the grey obstacle avoidance controller. The robot is able to make an obstacle avoidance
automatically.

Introduction
The purpose of this study is to use a laser range finder to scan the external environment and provide
correct reference information to long-distance manipulation in unknown environment. The obstacle
avoidance system, which is established through environmental information scanned by laser range
finder, controls the robot to smoothly avoid dynamic and static obstacles, the fastest to reach the
target location given by the host, and the successful completion of the task of autonomous walking.
The coordinates of the starting point and the target point are preset in this study, environment
information is scanned by using a laser range finder, and fuzzy walking controller is to determine
obstacles in the walking process. When there is obstacle， the grey obstacle avoidance controller
controls the robot to avoid obstacles, when no obstacle, the robot is to be continued the walking task,
if not reach the target position, the robot return to fuzzy autonomous walking controller, walk to the
target position and then stop [1-11].

Basic Theories
Grey system theory
Grey system theory was pioneered by Deng Julong in 1982. Under the circumstance of the ambiguous
system model and the incomplete information, the system is analyzed and understood by model
constructing, relational analysis, prediction and decision. Grey theory is developed with the main
information, control viewpoint combined with mathematical method. Up to now, grey system theory
has been successfully applied to medicine, science, industry application and ecological assessment
(Wu Hanxiong Deng Julong, Wenkun Li, 1998). Grey theory is characterized by a small amount of
data to model, and its characteristics are as follows:
1. Grey dynamic model, as little as four samples.
2. Grey relational analysis model, each sequence is as little as three samples.
3. Grey Situation Decision, each goal is as little as three samples.
Grey Situation Decision Making: on a particular event, different game leads to different effect, and
combined game with model to make the decision (Wukun Li, Zhao Zhongxian, 1998) [12-15].
Grey Situation Decision Making
The main idea of Grey Situation Decision Making is as follows: event A occurs, game B to deal with
A, which is the situation, and in many decisions of dealing with the same event, the decision-making
is to pick the best game to deal with the occurred event, while the evaluation index of situation effect
(Game effect) is called the decision target (target).
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Definition 1: as event, as game, the binary combination of with is called the situation, denoted
as .
If M satisfied the conditions:
(a).M( )=
(b).
Grey obstacle avoidance
The regional laser is divided into two districts, range1 and range2 in the thesis, which are 90 ° sector.
The actual sensing distance LR (Laser Radius) is set to 90cm (Figure 1), according to the dodge of
bodywork. When the object is too close to the body and enters into the preset radius, the system is
changed to grey obstacle avoidance controller. When the system is in the state of autonomous
walking, it uninterrupted detects the emergence of obstacles. When there is an obstacle, the system
will switch to grey obstacle avoidance. Deviating from obstructions and leaving the detection range,
the system will automatically switch to fuzzy walking and resume to the scheduled target coordinates.

Fig. 1. Obstacle Avoidance laser regional schematic drawing.
Grey obstacle avoidance controller
Grey obstacle avoidance controller is started when encountered obstacles. Judged by LMS-100
regional laser, the number of obstacle points scanned by range2 is greater than the points scanned by
range1 (Figure 2), the controller is changed to the mode of left obstacle avoidance, otherwise, the
controller is changed to the mode of right obstacle avoidance (Figure 3).

Table 1.the collection sample of grey situation (distance between target and bodywork is 250cm).

The scanned and calculated data by laser are list in the Table 1 (from Fig 2 and 3), the effect
measure of distance between the point and body is set to definite purposed measured equation (3), the
effect measure of distance between the point and target is set to smaller-the-better measured equation
(2), the effect measure of angle of points with obstacles and body is set to nominal-the-best equation
(3), then set the weight to equal, elect the maximum value of effect measure by the means of
calculation, and according to the best of situation, control the robot to reach the dodge point and
obstacle avoidance (dodge points).

Experimental Design of Grey System Theory
Laboratory equipment
Segway RMP 50 is used as the robot mobile platform in this paper, and the original mobile platform is
not matched the load bearing platform to carry the equipment, so it is necessary to design load bearing
platform to carry all the equipment. The designed platform is the size of 40cm, width of 20cm, the top
of load bearing platform is the diameter of 50cm (Figure 4). On this platform, it can be equipped

Virtual
dodgepoint

Distance of the point with the
body d1(cm)

Distance of point andtarget d2(cm) The angle of point with
obstructions and body θ
(degree)

A 138.92 147.64 30.25
B 114.01 174.64 37.87
C 92.19 202.48 49.39

Fig. 2. Left obstacle avoidance mode dodge point
diagram.

Fig. 3. Right Obstacle Avoidance mode dodge
point Charts.
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notebook computers, video cameras, sensors and other detection instruments, which is used in the end
of control. The material of carrying platform is aluminum alloy (8mm thick), not rusty, light weight,
and not easily deformed. The top of load bearing disc is drilled round holes to device various
instruments (Figure 5).

Fig. 4. Bearing platform (a)RMP50Prototype appearance (b)The installation of the platform
operation drawing. after the appearance

Fig. 5. RMP 5 Bodywork.

The host of RMP 50 is external Controlling PC arithmetic unit. The data sequence of 18 byte is
transmitted through the USB of PC to CU_A and CU_B of RMP50, which to control the motor of
RMP. In the data sequence, 9 Byte to 16 Byte are important information of robot (Table 1), including
the return value of the RMP motor encoder and the command area of forward and back. The robot
state will be able to know from the information, using conversion Table 2, the robot state can be
converted into geodetic coordinates and angle, and the state of robot is more clearly to know.

Table 2. USB data sequence.
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Fig. 6. bodywork man-machine interface.

Bodywork entity man-machine interface
The body can actually achieve the designed features using Visual C + + MFC software program in
this paper. The functional software designed for this paper is shown in Figure 6, block A is vision
system of robot, the function in this block contains the image processing, block B is to get
environmental data to link robot with LMS-100, block C is built environmental data for LMS-100
scanning. The black spots in the figure are the point of laser scanning, this interface can detect
whether there are obstacles near the robot.

Experimental results
In the scene of fixed obstacles, robot independently and straight travel to any specified location.
Obstacle B is added in the path, and the error input verify the feasibility of the actual system. The top
view of robot walking in 2D plane is described in Figure 7, the arrow is the walking direction for the
robot. (1) is the starting position of the robot in Figure 7, corresponding to Figure 8 (1). (16) is the
target point of the robot in Figure 7, corresponding to Figure 8 (16). In Figure 8, the block of black
box is the end position [0, 450], for the robot, the block of black round is starting position [0, 0],
which is the example of a robot autonomous walking forward 450cm. Obstacle A and obstacle B are
added in the predicted travel path to block the walking of robot, in addition to fuzzy controller, the
grey obstacle avoidance controller is used to avoid obstacle. The system uninterruptedly detect the
distance between the robot and the obstacle less than the designed critical value (90cm), when the
distance is smaller than the critical value, the system will immediately switch to the mode of grey
obstacle avoidance control, instead of the mode of autonomous walking control, and the robot is able
to avoid obstacle automatically. For the above, the continued function of autonomous walking can
avoid this obstacle. When the robot is away from the obstacle, the system will immediately switch to
the mode of autonomous walking control once again. The objectives can be achieved to avoid
obstacles and reach the specified target location through the mode of switching. Through the
exploded view of the present example, it can be found that the robot effectively avoid obstacle A and
obstacle B. The robot is autonomous walking from the left to the right of 450cm in the exploded view,
Figure 8 (1) is the initial state of the robot, whose task is to dodge stationary obstacles and reach to the
target position. Figure 8 (2) is the target position of the robot, straight line distance between the robot
and the target position is 450cm, Figure 8 (3) is the relative position of the robot starting point and the
target location, Figure 8 (4) shows the forward autonomous walking of robot, which is closed to the
fixed obstacle A towards the target position. Due to the distance between the robot and obstacle less
than the critical value, the control mode is switched to the mode of grey obstacle avoidance control. In
Figure 8 (5), the robot has been switched into the mode of grey obstacle avoidance control and the
mode of left obstacle avoidance judged by more obstacle point in the left. Through the program of
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grey decision-making and the most suitable dodge point, the robot executes right turning to dodge
fixed obstacle A. Figure 8 (6) shows that the robot has reached the dodge point (the point B in Figure
3).

Fig. 7. Avoiding obstacles Fig. 8. Exploded view of the autonomous walking robot.
continuous movement drawing.

Conclusion
In the paper, the wheeled mobile robot is point-to-point autonomous walking. The fixed static and
instant random dynamic obstacle is in the path, obstacle avoidance controller is designed by the
means of grey system theory. The input data are the distance between three dodge point and the
vehicle body, the distance between three dodge point and the target, as well as the angle of the
obstacle and the vehicle body.By means of the grey decision analysis, an optimum dodge point is
obtained. The output of two angular velocity values of robot is controlled by the fuzzy system
controller. The experimental results show the intelligent robot works very well and the control system
is feasible.
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